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Abstract

We present a spectroscopy scheme for the lattice field theory by using tensor
renormalization group method combining with the transfer matrix formalism. By
using the scheme, we can not only compute the energy spectrum for the lattice the-
ory but also determine quantum numbers of the energy eigenstates. Furthermore,
wave function of the corresponding eigenstate can also be computed. The first
step of the scheme is to coarse-grain the tensor network of a given lattice model
by using the higher order tensor renormalization group, and then after making
a matrix corresponding to a transfer matrix from the coarse-grained tensors, its
eigenvalues are evaluated to extract the energy spectrum. Secondly, the quantum
number of the eigenstates can be identified by a selection rule that requires to
compute matrix elements of an associated insertion operator. The matrix ele-
ments can be represented by an impurity tensor network and computed by the
coarse-graining scheme. Moreover, we can compute the wave function of the en-
ergy eigenstate by putting the impurity tensor at each point in space direction of
the network. Additionally, the momentum of the eigenstate can also be identified
by computing an appropriate matrix elements represented by tensor network. As
a demonstration of the new scheme, we show the spectroscopy of (1 + 1)d Ising
model and compare it with exact results. We also present a scattering phase shift
obtained from two-particle state energy using Lüscher’s formula.
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1 Introduction
Computing the energy spectrum and eigenstates is a fundamental and important task
when studying a given quantum system. For example, in lattice QCD (Quantum chro-
modynamics), where the Monte Carlo method is usually used, the hadron spectrum is
obtained by computing the two-point function of a given insertion operator that belongs
to a desired quantum channel. The methodology of the hadron spectroscopy has been
well developed so far [1, 2] and the numerical results are in good agreement with the
experimental values [3], but there are unavoidable practical difficulties in the method.
For instance, when one wants to accurately obtain the lowest energy gap, the Euclidean
time extent should be taken quite large to suppress the effect of higher excited states.
Furthermore, if one wants to extract the energy spectrum of higher excited states, very
large statistics are required to suppress the statistical noise. Motivated by these difficul-
ties, we look for alternative numerical tools for the spectroscopy. A potential candidate
is tensor network method (see [4–6] for review) that can be classified into two groups:
Hamiltonian formalism [7–13] and Lagrangian formalism [14–44]. For example, the
spectroscopy using the former was done in [45,46] for (1+ 1)d QED (Quantum electro-
dynamics). On the other hand, the spectroscopy for the latter is discussed in [47, 48],
but the quantum number identification was not addressed. In the current work we will
complete the spectroscopy using the Lagrangian formalism and this is the main purpose
of the paper.
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Our new spectroscopy scheme starts by considering the transfer matrix formalism.
In principle, a direct diagonalization of the transfer matrix provides us the exact energy
spectrum of a system and it does not require the large time extent in contrast to the
Monte Carlo method. The transfer matrix itself, however, has a very large dimension-
ality and it increases exponentially with respect to the volume of a system. In order
to reduce the dimensionality, we employ the Tensor Renormalization Group (TRG)
method that uses the information compression technique based on the singular value
decomposition. So far many TRG coarse-graining algorithms are proposed [49–63], but
we here choose the Higher Order Tensor Renormalization Group (HOTRG) [50] since
it has relatively high accuracy and can be extended into higher dimensional systems.
By using the new scheme, we are not only able to compute the energy spectrum but
also classify the quantum number of the energy eigenstates. The latter procedure can
be done by a selection rule that is derived from a symmetry of the system. A crucial
quantity in the selection rule is the matrix element of an interpolating operator associ-
ated with the symmetry. The matrix element can be represented by the tensor network
with some impurity and evaluated by the coarse-graining scheme. Moreover, we can
compute the wave function of the energy eigenstate from the matrix element where a
proper operator is inserted at each point in the space direction of the lattice. From the
position dependence of the wave function, we can infer the momentum of the state. We
will demonstrate the new scheme by applying to (1 + 1)d Ising model and show that
the energy spectrum and the quantum number are correctly reproduced by comparing
with the exact results [64]. Furthermore, we will show a scattering phase shift obtained
from the two-particle state energy using Lüscher’s formula [65–73].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Theoretical basics are summarized in
Sec. 2. We briefly remind the spectroscopy using the correlation function in Sec. 2.1
and the transfer matrix formalism in Sec. 2.2. In Sec. 2.3, we explain how to numeri-
cally obtain the energy spectrum and how to identify the quantum number of energy
eigenstate by using tensor renormalization group method and this is a key section of
the paper. The numerical results for (1+ 1)d Ising model are given in Sec. 3 where the
energy spectrum, the quantum number classification, momentum identification, and the
scattering phase shift are presented in Sec. 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 respectively. Summary
is given in the final section. In Appendix A, we summarize the transfer matrix and the
tensor network representation for the Ising model. The exact spectrum of the transfer
matrix for the Ising model is summarized in Appendix B.

2 Formulation

2.1 Spectroscopy using correlation function

Let us briefly remind how to obtain the energy spectrum from a correlation function
[1, 2]. In the continuum Euclidean space-time with time extent T , the correlation
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function for an interpolating operator is defined as

⟨Ô†
q(τ)Ôq(0)⟩ =

Tr
[
Ô†

q(τ)Ôq(0)e
−ĤT

]
Tr[e−ĤT ]

(1)

where Ôq(τ) is the Euclidean time Heisenberg operator whose quantum number is
denoted by q,

Ôq(τ) = eĤτÔq(0)e
−Ĥτ (2)

and Ĥ is the Hamiltonian of a system. In a finite spatial volume, the eigenvalue of Ĥ
is discretized

Ĥ|n, q′⟩ = En,q′|n, q′⟩ (3)

for n = 0, 1, 2, · · · and for all possible quantum numbers q′. The spectral decomposition
of the numerator in the correlation function is given by

Tr
[
Ô†

q(τ)Ôq(0)e
−ĤT

]
=

∞∑
m,n=0

∑
q′,q′′

|⟨n, q′′|Ôq(0)|m, q′⟩|2e−(T−τ)Em,q′e−τEn,q′′ . (4)

For large T limit, in the summation of m and q′, the ground state, that is, the
minimum energy eigenstate of the vacuum channel (m, q′) = (0, vac) dominates the
summations

Tr
[
Ô†

q(τ)Ôq(0)e
−ĤT

]
T→∞∼

∞∑
n=0

∑
q′′

|⟨n, q′′|Ôq(0)|Ω⟩|2e−(T−τ)EΩe−τEn,q′′ (5)

where the ground state is denoted by |Ω⟩ = |0, vac⟩. Furthermore, thanks to the
conservation of quantum numbers, q′′ = q sector only survives

⟨n, q′′|Ôq(0)|Ω⟩ ≠ 0 for q′′ = q (6)

and other matrix elements vanish, thus we have

Tr
[
Ô†

q(τ)Ôq(0)e
−ĤT

]
T→∞∼

∞∑
n=0

|⟨n, q|Ôq(0)|Ω⟩|2e−(T−τ)EΩe−τEn,q . (7)

In total, by taking into account the denominator, the correlation function in the T → ∞
limit is given by

lim
T→∞

Tr
[
Ô†

q(τ)Ôq(0)e
−ĤT

]
Tr[e−ĤT ]

=
∞∑
n=0

|⟨n, q|Ôq(0)|Ω⟩|2e−τ(En,q−EΩ). (8)

In a usual Monte Carlo (MC) simulation for the hadron spectroscopy, one computes the
correlation function with a proper interpolating operator for several time separations
then the energy gaps,

ωn,q = En,q − EΩ (9)
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are extracted from the data. Such a computation requires the large time extent as well
as the large time separation to avoid the contamination due to the higher excited states.
Furthermore, it is usually difficult to extract the energy of the higher excited states,
thus one needs sophisticated methods, say, the variational method [65] and so on.

2.2 Transfer matrix formalism for lattice field theory

Needless to say, the computation of the correlation function is not the only way to obtain
the energy spectrum. A more direct method is the diagonalization of the Hamiltonian
or equivalently the transfer matrix. In fact, this method does not require computing the
correlation function or increasing the time extent in contrast to the MC calculation. In
this subsection, we briefly remind the transfer matrix formalism for lattice field theory.
In the following, the lattice spacing is set to a = 1.

For simplicity here we consider the field theory on the two-dimensional lattice, al-
though the discussion here can be straightforwardly extended to higher dimensional sys-
tems. As a concrete example we consider the lattice scalar field theory with the nearest-
neighbor interaction and similar argument can be straightforwardly applied to fermion
or gauge systems. The scalar fields ϕ(r) reside on the square lattice r = (t, x) ∈ Γ
where the lattice Γ is defined

Γ = {(t, x)|t = 0, 1, 2, · · · , Lτ − 1 and x = 0, 1, 2, · · · , Lx − 1} (10)

and the periodic boundary condition (PBC) is imposed on all directions. Here 0-
direction (1-direction) is considered as time (space) direction. The partition function
of the system is given by

Z =

∫ ∏
r∈Γ

dϕ(r)e−S[ϕ] (11)

where the lattice action is given by

S[ϕ] =
∑
r∈Γ

[
1∑

µ=0

1

2
(ϕ(r + µ̂)− ϕ(r))2 + V (ϕ(r))

]
. (12)

Here µ̂ is the unit vector for µ-direction. In the potential term V , the mass term and
the self interaction term are included, but here we do not specify them since such a
detailed information is irrelevant in the following discussion. Here we only assume that
the potential V is bounded from below.

The partition function can be represented by

Z = Tr
[
T Lτ

]
(13)
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Figure 1: An image of the transfer matrix for the lattice field theory. ϕ′
x = ϕ(t + 1, x)

and ϕx = ϕ(t, x) with x = 0, 1, 2, · · · , Lx − 1. (Note that this figure is not a tensor
network representation)

where the transfer matrix T is given by [74]

T [Φ′,Φ] = exp

[
−

Lx−1∑
x=0

1

2
(ϕ(t+ 1, x)− ϕ(t, x))2 − 1

2
L[Φ′]− 1

2
L[Φ]

]
, (14)

L[Φ] =
Lx−1∑
x=0

[
1

2
(ϕ(t, x+ 1)− ϕ(t, x))2 + V (ϕ(t, x))

]
, (15)

with the field configurations on the Euclidean time slice at t+ 1 and t,

Φ′={ϕ(t+ 1,x)|x = 0, 1, 2, · · · , Lx − 1}, (16)
Φ ={ϕ(t ,x)|x = 0, 1, 2, · · · , Lx − 1}. (17)

See Fig. 1 for a pictorial expression of the transfer matrix. The transfer matrix for the
continuous fields is an integration kernel operator but in the following we treat it as if it
were a usual matrix, that is, Φ is treated as an integer-valued index just for notational
simplicity

T [Φ′,Φ] = ⟨Φ′|T̂ |Φ⟩ = TΦ′Φ. (18)

Since T is hermitian and positive definite in the model of interest, it has the following
eigenvalue decomposition (EVD)

TΦ′Φ =
∞∑
a=0

UΦ′aλa(U
†)aΦ ⇐⇒ T̂ |a⟩ = λa|a⟩ (19)
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where UΦa = ⟨Φ|a⟩ is the unitary matrix1 composed from the eigenstates and λa are
the eigenvalues and assumed to be arranged in descending order, λ0 ≥ λ1 ≥ · · · . The
energy gaps defined in eq.(9) may be estimated from the transfer matrix spectrum λa
up to lattice cutoff effects

ωa = ln

(
λ0
λa

)
for a = 1, 2, 3, · · · . (20)

In this way, the diagonalization of the transfer matrix tells us the energy eigenvalues
and eigenstates but quantum numbers of each eigenstate are not a priori known, that is,
at this stage the correspondence between (n, q) in eq.(3) and a is not clear. To identify
the quantum numbers of the eigenstates, an additional procedure is required as follows.
First, we have to prepare matrix elements of an interpolating operator Ôq between the
energy eigenstates

Bba := ⟨b|Ôq|a⟩ = (U †OqU)ba, (21)

where U is the unitary matrix given in eq.(19) and Oq is a field representation of the
interpolating operator

(Oq)Φ′Φ = ⟨Φ′|Ôq|Φ⟩. (22)

In order to explain how the matrix element is used to determine the quantum
number of the eigenstates, let us derive a selection rule for a given symmetry. First, we
consider the continuous symmetry case. Let Q̂ be a conserved charge associated with
the symmetry, and it satisfies [Q̂, T̂ ] = 0. The associated quantum number (or charge)
for some operator X̂ is denoted by qX ,

[Q̂, X̂] = qXX̂. (23)

Assuming that the ground state has no charge Q̂|Ω⟩ = 0, eq.(23) tells us that X̂|Ω⟩ is
an eigenstate of Q̂ whose quantum number is qX . By sandwiching eq.(23) between ⟨a|
and |b⟩, one obtains a relationship between the charges and the matrix elements

(qb − qa − qX)⟨b|X̂|a⟩ = 0 (24)

where the quantum number of |a⟩ is assumed to be represented as qa

Q̂|a⟩ = qa|a⟩. (25)

From eq.(24), we see a selection rule for the continuous symmetry :

for ⟨b|X̂|a⟩≠0 =⇒ qb − qa − qX = 0.

1For a continuous variable Φ, the unitary matrix UΦa should be replaced by a set of orthonor-
mal eigen-functions ua(Φ) that satisfy the orthonormal condition

∫
dΦ ua(Φ)u

∗
b(Φ) = δab and the

completeness
∑

a ua(Φ)u
∗
a(Φ

′) = δ(Φ− Φ′).
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The selection rule can be used to identify the quantum number of the transfer matrix
eigenstates. For example, when we consider eq.(24) with setting a = 0, which means
the ground state2 and its quantum number is zero qa = 0, we can say that if the matrix
element is ⟨b|X̂|Ω⟩ ≠ 0 then the quantum number of |b⟩ is shown to be qb = qX . In this
way, the matrix elements tell us the quantum number of the eigenstates.

Similar argument holds for the discrete symmetry. Let D̂ a discrete transformation
operator and we assume that the discrete transformation for an operator X̂ is given by

D̂X̂D̂−1 = qXX̂ (26)

where we call qX = ±1 charge of X̂ for the discrete symmetry. The ground state is
assumed to have the unit charge D̂|Ω⟩ = +|Ω⟩. Then by using eq.(26) one can show that
X̂|Ω⟩ is an eigenstate of D̂ whose eigenvalue is qX , namely, D̂X̂|Ω⟩ = qXX̂|Ω⟩. From
eq.(26), one can derive a relationship between the charges and the matrix elements

⟨b|X̂|a⟩ = ⟨b|D̂−1D̂X̂D̂−1D̂|a⟩ = qbqaqX⟨b|X̂|a⟩, (27)

for the eigenstate |a⟩ whose charge is denoted by qa,

D̂|a⟩ = qa|a⟩. (28)

From eq.(27), we read a selection rule for the discrete symmetry :

for ⟨b|X̂|a⟩≠ 0 =⇒ qbqaqX = 1.

As seen in this subsection, the transfer matrix formalism, in principle, can not
only obtain the spectrum of a system but also determine the quantum number of the
eigenstates. There is, however, a practical difficulty for the formalism. For large lattice
volume, the dimension of the transfer matrix becomes extremely large and the numerical
computation cannot be done. Thus one has to rely on approximation methods.

2.3 How to compute energy spectrum and matrix elements

As mentioned at the end of the previous subsection, although the transfer matrix for-
malism is rather theoretically apparent, it is practically very difficult to numerically
make the transfer matrix itself for the lattice field theory since the dimensionality of
the transfer matrix becomes extremely large. One of way to avoid such a problem is to
approximately make the transfer matrix by using the tensor network method. In this
case, the dimensionality of the transfer matrix can be drastically reduced and one can
numerically treat it as we will see.

2In the finite spatial volume, the spontaneous symmetry breaking does not occur thus we can
assume that the ground state is not degenerated.
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The starting point is the definition of the transfer matrix in eq.(14) but here we
rewrite it for convenience in the following discussion,

TΦ′Φ =

(
Lx−1∏
x=0

exp

[
−1

2
(ϕ′

x − ϕx)
2 − 1

4
V (ϕ′

x)−
1

4
V (ϕx)

])

×
(

Lx−1∏
x=0

exp

[
−1

4
(ϕ′

x+1 − ϕ′
x)

2 − 1

8
V (ϕ′

x+1)−
1

8
V (ϕ′

x)

])

×
(

Lx−1∏
x=0

exp

[
−1

4
(ϕx+1 − ϕx)

2 − 1

8
V (ϕx+1)−

1

8
V (ϕx)

])
, (29)

where ϕ′
x = ϕ(t + 1, x) and ϕx = ϕ(t, x) with x = 0, 1, 2, · · · , Lx − 1. The first term

represents a hopping for the time direction. The second and third terms are for the
space direction at the time slice t + 1 and t respectively. If we apply the eigenvalue
decomposition (EVD) to each local Boltzmann weight for the time hopping in eq.(29),

exp

[
−1

2
(ϕ′

x − ϕx)
2 − 1

4
V (ϕ′

x)−
1

4
V (ϕx)

]
=

∞∑
kx=0

uϕ′
xkxσkx(u

†)kxϕx , (30)

then we can decompose the transfer matrix as follows

TΦ′Φ =
∑
k

YΦ′kY
†
kΦ, (31)

with

YΦk =

(
Lx−1∏
x=0

∞∑
kx=0

uϕxkx

√
σkx

)

×
(

Lx−1∏
x=0

exp

[
−1

4
(ϕx+1 − ϕx)

2 − 1

8
V (ϕx+1)−

1

8
V (ϕx)

])
, (32)

where we have defined the integrated index, k = (k0, k1, k2, · · · , kLx−1). An image of
the decomposition in eq.(31) is shown in Fig. 2.

Substituing the transfer matrix in eq.(31) into the partition function, we obtain

Z = TrΦ
[
T Lτ

]
= TrΦ

[
(Y Y †)Lτ

]
= Trk

[
(Y †Y )Lτ

]
= Trk

[
ALτ

]
, (33)

where in the last equal we have defined

A := Y †Y. (34)
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Figure 2: Graphical expression of the decomposition of the transfer matrix in terms of
Y in eq.(31). (Note that this figure is not a tensor network representation)

Figure 3: The definition of A in eq.(34) and its tensor network representation in terms
of the local tensor A in eq.(36).

Note that the ordering of Y and Y † is different in T and A. As shown in Fig. 3, actually
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A can be simply expressed by a tensor network representation

Akj =
∑
Φ

(Y †)kΦYΦj

=
∑
Φ

(
Lx−1∏
x=0

∞∑
kx=0

(u†)kxϕx

√
σkx

)(
Lx−1∏
x=0

∞∑
jx=0

uϕxjx

√
σjx

)

×
(

Lx−1∏
x=0

exp

[
−1

2
(ϕx+1 − ϕx)

2 − 1

4
V (ϕx+1)−

1

4
V (ϕx)

])

=
Lx−1∏
x=0

∞∑
lx=0

Akxlxjxlx−1 (35)

with a rank-4 tensor A

Akxlxjxlx−1 :=
√
σkxσlxσjxσlx−1

∑
ϕx

(u†)kxϕx(u
†)lxϕxuϕxjxuϕxlx−1 . (36)

When deriving the initial tensor A, we have applied the EVD to the spatial hopping
terms in eq.(35)

exp

[
−1

2
(ϕx+1 − ϕx)

2 − 1

4
V (ϕx+1)−

1

4
V (ϕx)

]
=

∞∑
lx=0

uϕx+1lxσlx(u
†)lxϕx , (37)

for x ∈ {0, 1, 2, · · · , Lx − 1}.
Note that singular value decomposition (SVD) of Y is given by

Y = U
√
λW † (38)

where U and λ are the same as those of the transfer matrix T in eq.(19). On the other
hand, the EVD for A is given by

A = Y †Y = WλW †, (39)

thus A has the same eigenvalues as those of T .
From here let us explain how to numerically compute the spectrum by using the

tensor network method [47]. First we coarse-grain3 the tensor network consisted of the
initial tensor A in eq.(36) on the square lattice with Lτ = Lx = 2n by using HOTRG [50]
as shown in Fig. 4,

A = A[0] HOTRG−→ A[1] HOTRG−→ A[2] HOTRG−→ · · · . (40)
3Before coarse-graining, we have to truncate the summation in the initial tensor network and set a

bond dimension for the initial tensor.
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and then after n − 1 iterations, one arrives at four renormalized tensors A[n−1]. Sub-
sequently we perform the direct contraction of those tensors taking into account the
periodic boundary condition on the spatial direction, and we obtain a numerical ap-
proximation of a power of A as follows

ALτ ≈ A[n]
k1k2,j1j2

=
∑

l1,l2,m1,m2,n1,n2

A
[n−1]
k1l1n1l2

A
[n−1]
k2l2n2l1

A
[n−1]
n1m1j1m2

A
[n−1]
n2m2j2m1

. (41)

Subsequently, we diagonalize4 A[n] as follows,

A[n] = W [n]λ[n]W [n]† (42)

where W [n] is unitary matrix containing numerical eigenvectors, and λ[n] is the eigen-
values. Note that the original lattice size in the time direction of A[n] is Lτ (= 2n), thus
the tensor network estimation of the transfer matrix eigenvalue is given by

λa ≈
(
λ[n]a

)1/Lτ (43)

then the energy gap is estimated as

ωa ≈
1

Lτ

log

(
λ
[n]
0

λ
[n]
a

)
=: ω[hotrg]

a for a = 1, 2, 3, · · · . (44)

Next, let us see how to compute the matrix elements by the tensor network method.
For that purpose, first we rewrite the matrix elements in eq.(21) in terms of the tensor
network related quantities. For an integer m = Lτ/2

5 (assuming that Lτ is even
number), the matrix elements may be expressed as follows,

Bba = ⟨b|Ôq|a⟩ = (U †OqU)ba

= (U †T −mT mOqT m+1T −(m+1)U)ba (∵ T T −1 = 1)

= (U †(UλU †)−m(Y Y †)mOq(Y Y
†)m+1(UλU †)−(m+1)U)ba (∵ eq.(19) and eq.(31))

= (λ−mU †Y (Y †Y )m−1Y †OqY (Y †Y )mY †Uλ−(m+1))ba

= (λ−mU †YAm−1A′AmY †Uλ−(m+1))ba (∵ eq.(34) and A′ := Y †OqY )

= (λ−m+1/2W †Am−1A′AmWλ−m−1/2)ba (∵ eq.(38)) (45)

where we have defined an impurity version of A, that is, A′ := Y †OqY and an impurity
tensor network Am−1A′Am as shown in Fig. 5. Here we assume that the lattice size for

4One may define A[n] from a single coarse-grained tensor A[n] after n steps in stead of eq.(41). In
this case, however, the numerical matrix is not guaranteed to be positive definite and furthermore we
find that the accuracy of the spectrum is not so good. On the other hand, thanks to 2× 2 structure,
the matrix A[n] in eq.(41) is manifestly positive definite and furthermore the accuracy of the spectrum
is much better than the former case.

5The reason why we take m = Lτ/2 will be explained around eq.(47).
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Figure 4: The black arrow shows the coarse-graining procedure of the tensor network.
The procedure is done until there are only four A[n−1]s. The gray arrow shows the direct
contraction of the last four tensors to obtain the approximation of ALτ ≈ A[n]. Here
the PBC is imposed on the space direction.

the impurity tensor network is the same as that of pure tensor network Lτ = Lx = 2n.
If we consider a single field Oq = ϕx at a lattice site x, then the associated impurity
tensor A′ is given by

A′
kxlxjxlx−1

:=
√
σkxσlxσjxσlx−1

∑
ϕx

ϕx(u
†)kxϕx(u

†)lxϕxuϕxjxuϕxlx−1 . (46)

In this way, one can represent the matrix elements in terms of the impurity tensor
network Am−1A′Am, W and λ that are obtained from the EVD of A as in eq.(39).

In order to numerically evaluate the impurity tensor network Am−1A′Am, we apply
the coarse-graining procedure to this network using the same isometries as in the pure
tensor network coarse-graining steps shown in Fig. 4 until there are four tensors. We
denote the coarse-grained impurity tensor network (2× 2 network in Fig. 5) as A′[n],

Am−1A′Am ≈ A′[n]. (47)

Some readers may wonder why we choose m = Lτ/2 but not like 1 or some small value
that means cheap computational cost. In such a small m case, however, we find that
an accuracy of the evaluation of the impurity tensor network turns out to be worse. On
the other hand, for m = Lτ/2 in eq.(47) that corresponds to the square impurity tensor
network, the coarse-graining procedure is rather simple and we find that the accuracy
is reasonably maintained during the coarse-graining, thus we choose this value of m.
By using A′[n] in eq.(47), W [n] and λ[n] in eq.(42), the matrix elements in eq.(45) may
be estimated by

Bba ≈
(
λ[n]
)−Lτ−1

2Lτ W [n]†A′[n]W [n]
(
λ[n]
)−Lτ+1

2Lτ =: B
[hotrg]
ba . (48)
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Figure 5: The coarse-graining procedure of the impurity tensor network Am−1A′Am

with the single field operator Oq = ϕx. The procedure is done until there are four
tensors.

3 Numerical Results
In this section, we demonstrate our scheme by applying it to (1+ 1)d Ising model with
zero external magnetic field and the periodic boundary condition. The details for the
model, say its transfer matrix and tensor network representation are given in Appendix
A. We will show that the scheme can produce the energy spectrum of the model and the
result will be compared with the exact spectrum [64] summarized in Appendix B. The
matrix elements for the model with a single spin field or double fields are also computed
to judge the quantum number of the eigenstates. Furthermore the wave function of the
eigenstates and the scattering phase shift are computed as well.

3.1 Energy spectrum

According to Sec. 2.3, we compute the energy gaps ω[hotrg]
a in eq.(44) using HOTRG

with a given bond dimension χ. Figure 6(a) shows the three lowest energy gaps in the
temperature range T = 2.2 − 2.44 encompassing the critical point Tc = 2

log(1+
√
2)

for
system size Lx = 25 − 27 with χ = 80. We observe an expected behavior; by increasing
the system size the lowest gap ω1 below Tc tends to be close to zero while it stays
nonzero for the temperature above Tc. In order to see an accuracy of the energy gap,
we show its relative error

δωa =

∣∣∣∣∣ω[exact]
a − ω

[hotrg]
a

ω
[exact]
a

∣∣∣∣∣ (49)
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(a) (b)

Figure 6: (a) Three lowest energy gaps ωa (a = 1, 2, 3) for system size Lx = 25, 26, 27

around the critical temperature Tc with χ = 80. (b) The relative error of the energy
gap δωa .

Figure 7: The relative error of the free energy δf at finite volume V = L2 with L =
Lx = Lτ computed by HOTRG with χ = 80. Around the critical point, δf has a peak
in contrast to δω1 in Fig. 6b.

in Fig. 6(b). Here ω[exact]
a is the Kaufman’s exact results for finite volume [64] (see

Appendix B for details). From this figure, we can see that the relative error increases
for larger system size due to the iteration of the coarse-graining step. We also observe
that δω1 apparently has a minimum around the critical point while δω2 and δω3 do not
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Figure 8: The relative error of the three lowest energy gaps at three different tempera-
tures T = 2.2, Tc, 2.44 with Lx = 26 as a function of the bond dimension χ.

show such a behavior. We note that the behavior of δω1 is in contrast with the relative
error of the free energy at finite volume

δf =

∣∣∣∣∣f [exact]
V − f

[hotrg]
V

f
[exact]
V

∣∣∣∣∣ (50)

where f [exact]
V is the exact free energy with volume V = L2 with L = Lx = Lτ [64]. The

relative error δf is shown in Fig. 7 where the error becomes large around the critical
point.

Next, let us see how the relative error of the energy gap scales with the bond
dimension. Figure 8 shows δωa (a = 1, 2, 3) as a function of χ for selected values of the
temperature. From this figure, we can see that for all cases, the relative error tends to
decrease when increasing the bond dimension.

3.2 Quantum number classification

The Ising model with zero external magnetic field has Z2 symmetry, thus the energy
eigenstates are divided into two groups labeled by the quantum number q = {+1,−1}.
In order to determine the quantum number of the eigenstates, following the procedure
described in Sec. 2.3 we compute the matrix elements B[hotrg]

ba in eq.(48) with a proper
interpolation operator. Here we choose the simplest choice i.e. a single spin field
Oq = sx (= s0 at x = 0) whose quantum number is q = −1.

Once the elements of B[hotrg]
ba are estimated, the quantum number of the eigenstate

can be determined from the selection rule as discussed in Sec. 2.2. Since the ground
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Figure 9: The matrix element B[hotrg]
0a for a = 1, 2, 3, · · · , 20 at T = 2.44 with Lx = 26

and χ = 80.

Figure 10: The relative error of the energy gap δωa for a = 1, 2, 3, · · · , 20 at three
different temperature cases: T = 2.2, Tc and 2.44. The system size is Lx = 26 and the
bond dimension is χ = 80.

state (a = 0) has quantum number q = +1, we can classify the quantum number of the
rest of the states labeled with a = 1, 2, 3, · · · , by only looking at the first row of the
estimated matrix B

[hotrg]
0a ≈ ⟨Ω|s0|a⟩. The selection rule tells us the quantum number

17



Table 1: Comparison to the exact result for T = 2.44 and Lx = 26. δωa is the relative
error of the energy gap defined in eq.(49). The momentum p is diagnosed in Sec. 3.3.

a ω
[exact]
a qa ω

[hotrg]
a qa δωa |p|

1 0.1262302 − 0.1262307 − 0.000004 0
2 0.1597880 − 0.1597889 − 0.000006 2π/Lx

3 0.1597880 − 0.1597911 − 0.000020 2π/Lx

4 0.2326853 − 0.2327046 − 0.000083 4π/Lx

5 0.2326853 − 0.2327095 − 0.000104 4π/Lx

6 0.2708016 + 0.2708359 + 0.000127 ∗
7 0.3181546 − 0.3183329 − 0.000560 6π/Lx

8 0.3181546 − 0.3183705 − 0.000679 6π/Lx

9 0.3290037 + 0.3291180 + 0.000347 ∗
10 0.3290037 + 0.3291425 + 0.000422 ∗
11 0.3290037 + 0.3291456 + 0.000431 ∗
12 0.3290037 + 0.3293794 + 0.001142 ∗
13 0.3872058 + 0.3878486 + 0.001660 ∗
14 0.4073042 − 0.4083937 − 0.002675 8π/Lx

15 0.4073042 − 0.4090231 − 0.004220 8π/Lx

16 0.4100181 + 0.4109090 + 0.002173 ∗
17 0.4100181 + 0.4112006 + 0.002884 ∗
18 0.4100181 + 0.4112120 + 0.002912 ∗
19 0.4100181 + 0.4114574 + 0.003510 ∗
20 0.4457831 − 0.4461242 − 0.000765 0

of |a⟩, qa as follows. For each a,

if B[hotrg]
0a ̸= 0 =⇒ qa = −1, (51)

if B[hotrg]
0a = 0 =⇒ qa = +1. (52)

See Fig. 9 for the result of B[hotrg]
0a for a = 1, 2, 3, · · · , 20 at T = 2.44, Lx = 26 and

χ = 80. The judged result of qa is listed in Table 1 together with the exact one
obtained from Appendix B. As a result, the quantum number is correctly judged up to
20 eigenstates for this parameter set. On the other hand, for eigenstates with a > 20,
our scheme fails to reproduce the correct quantum number although we do not show
them here. In fact, it is difficult not only to judge the quantum number but also to
obtain accurate energy gaps for higher excited states as seen in Table 1 (column for
δωa) and Fig. 10 where the relative error of the energy gap for T = 2.2, Tc and 2.44
tends to be large for larger a.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 11: The wave function of the eigenstates for q = −1 sector with T = 2.44 and
Lx = 26 computed by HOTRG with χ = 80.

3.3 Momentum identification

On a finite spatial volume, the momentum is discretized as p = 2πk/Lx with k =
0, 1, 2, · · · , Lx − 1 (or equivalently k = −Lx/2+ 1,−Lx/2+ 2, · · · ,−1, 0, 1, · · · , Lx/2−
1, Lx/2 assuming that Lx is even number), and the momentum of the single particle
state can also be determined as follows.

A simple way to check (the absolute value of) the momentum of a single particle
state for q = −1 sector is to look at its wave function in position space

ψa(x) = ⟨Ω|sx|a⟩, (53)

where sx is the spin field at x = 0, 1, 2, · · · , Lx − 1. The computation of the wave
function can be done in a similar way to the matrix element B[hotrg]

0a given in the previous
subsection, but now we have to repeat it for all possible values of x. Figure 11 shows the
numerical results of the wave functions for q = −1 sector (a = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 14, 15, 20)
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with T = 2.44, Lx = 26 and χ = 80. The wave function data is well described by
functional form

ψa(x) ∝ cos

[
p

(
x+

1

2

)]
or sin

[
p

(
x+

1

2

)]
(54)

where p = 2πk/Lx is the discrete momentum. For example, a = 1 state in Fig. 11(a)
shows constant behavior thus this is apparently zero momentum state. The states for
a = 2 and 3 (see Fig. 11(b)) are described by

ψ2(x) ∝ cos

[
p

(
x+

1

2

)]
and ψ3(x) ∝ sin

[
p

(
x+

1

2

)]
with p =

2π

Lx

, (55)

therefore the momentum of those states are judged to be |p| = 2π/Lx. The same
thing can be applied to other states (a = 4, 5 states are paired and they correspond
to momentum 4π/Lx and so on), and the resulting momentum is summarized in Table
1. One thing to be noted is that, the wave function for a = 20 in Fig. 11(f) seems to
have zero amplitude over all x at this scale of the y-axis, but in fact it has non-zero
amplitude of order O(10−3) as seen in Fig. 9, where ψ20(0) is plotted, therefore this is
considered as a first excited state for the zero momentum channel. The smallness of
the amplitude simply reflects the small overlap of this state with the single spin field.

To quantitatively confirm the momentum identification presented in the previous
paragraph, we compute the matrix elements with a proper momentum field. From the
Fourier transformation of the spin field

sp =
1

Lx

Lx−1∑
x=0

sxe
−ipx (56)

where the momentum is discretized p = 2πk/Lx, one can define matrix elements

⟨Ω|sp|a⟩ =
1

Lx

∑
x

⟨Ω|sx|a⟩e−ipx. (57)

Using the matrix elements together with the selection rule, we can see that for given a
(in q = −1 sector) and p,

⟨Ω|sp|a⟩ ≠ 0 =⇒ |a⟩ belongs to |p| sector. (58)

In this way, the momentum of |a⟩ can be identified. The matrix elements in eq.(57) can
be efficiently computed as shown in Fig. 12 following the idea in [75]. Table 2 shows
numerical results of the matrix element for T = 2.44 and Lx = 26. In order to see the
bond dimension dependence, we use χ = 70, 80, 100. For example, we can see that the
momentum of a = 1 and 20 states is p = 0, and for a = 2 and 3, their momentum is
|p| = 2π/Lx, and so on. We note that some states develop fake nonzero matrix elements
due to the truncation error in the coarse-graining step. We can, however, eliminate such
a fake behavior by increasing the bond dimension. For example, a = 20 state has the
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Figure 12: (a) Tensor network presentation with the impurity tensor for the single field
in the momentum space sp = 1

Lx

∑
x sxe

−ipx. The black points represent the impurity
tensor A′× e−ipx where A′ is defined in eq.(46). (b) A coarse-graining procedure for the
tensor network of (a). Here 3-leg tensors represent the isometry for HOTRG and n is
the number of coarse-graining steps (n = 1, 2, 3, · · · ).

nonzero matrix elements for p = 0, 4π/Lx, 8π/Lx, but the values for p = 4π/Lx and
8π/Lx tend to be small for larger χ. Thus we conclude that a = 20 state belongs to
the zero momentum.

As seen in the previous paragraph, the momentum is determined thus now we can
check the dispersion relation between the energy and the momentum. As seen in Table
1, the degeneracy of the energy for the non-zero momentum with q = −1 is slightly
broken due to the truncation error, therefore we use an average of them as the energy
ω. See Fig. 13 for the dispersion relation with T = 2.44 and Lx = 26. The data points
are generated by HOTRG with χ = 80 and compared with the continuum version of
the dispersion relation

ω =
√
m2 + p2 (59)

and the lattice version [66]

ω = arccosh(1− cos p+ coshm) (60)

where m is the rest mass. Both cases describe the data well and the lattice version is
slightly better especially for higher momentum region.
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Table 2: The absolute value of the matrix elements |⟨Ω|sp|a⟩| for T = 2.44 and Lx = 26

using χ = 70, 80, 100. Here we show only nonzero values that are larger than O(10−5).
For the shaded case, the associated matrix elements are judged to be consistent with
zero since their values are small and they tend to be small for large χ.

k |p| a χ = 70 χ = 80 χ = 100

0 0 1 0.31608 0.31609 0.31610
20 0.00195 0.00200 0.00208

1 2π/Lx 2 0.19850 0.19850 0.19850
3 0.19844 0.19849 0.19850

2 4π/Lx 4 0.16406 0.16406 0.16409
5 0.16370 0.16404 0.16406
1 0.00012 0.00002 < 10−5

14 0.00001 < 10−5 < 10−5

20 0.00021 0.00017 0.00012
3 6π/Lx 7 0.13934 0.13940 0.13967

8 0.13750 0.13932 0.13932
2 0.00006 0.00006 0.00002
3 0.00061 0.00010 0.00006

4 8π/Lx 14 0.12013 0.12104 0.12201
15 < 10−5 0.12011 0.12012
1 0.00043 0.00006 0.00001
4 0.00057 0.00059 0.00017
5 0.00304 0.00052 0.00059
19 0.11386 < 10−5 < 10−5

20 0.00022 0.00035 0.00016

3.4 Scattering phase shift

In order to study the two-particle channel (q = +1 sector), we consider two-field oper-
ators

O2(P, p) =
1

L2
x

Lx−1∑
x,y=0

sxsye
−ip1x−ip2y (61)

where p1 and p2 are the discrete momentum pj = 2πnj/Lx with nj ∈ Z (j = 1, 2), and
the total momentum P and the relative one p are given by

P = p1 + p2, (62)

p =
1

2
(p1 − p2). (63)

The matrix elements of the operators

⟨Ω|O2(P, p)|a⟩ (64)
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Figure 13: The dispersion relation for the single particle of (1 + 1)d Ising model at
T = 2.44 with Lx = 26. The circle is the energy gap at the corresponding momentum
computed by HOTRG with χ = 80. The dashed line is continuum dispersion relation
in eq.(59) while the solid line is the lattice version in eq.(60).

are useful to identify the momentum for the states with q = +1 sector. For example,
for a given value of P , if the matrix element has a nonzero value

⟨Ω|O2(P, p)|a⟩ ≠ 0, (65)

then the total momentum of |a⟩ is estimated to be P irrespective of p. A tensor network
representation with the impurity tensors for the two-field operator with Lx = 4 is shown
in Fig. 14 where its computational procedure is also described. The numerical results of
the matrix elements together with the corresponding energy for T = 2.44, Lx = 23−26,
and χ = 80 are given in Table 3. The matrix elements of the zero total momentum
operators with the states listed there have finite value and the same thing is confirmed
even for large bond dimension χ = 100. On the other hand, the matrix elements for
finite total momentum are shown to be zero, therefore we conclude that the states listed
in the table belong to the zero total momentum sector. See Fig. 15 for the two-particle
energy with the zero total momentum as a function of Lx.
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<latexit sha1_base64="Z3gu4hHAIXQmW23Nl9cNHa1mzjc=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOyNr7i+oh69DAZBUMKuCGpOAQ96TMA8IFnC7GQ2GTIzu8zMCmHJF3jwoF7Eq5/kwb9x8jhoYkFDUdVNd1eYcKaN5307uZXVtfWN/Ka7tb2zu1fYP2joOFWE1knMY9UKsaacSVo3zHDaShTFIuS0GQ5vJ37zkSrNYvlgRgkNBO5LFjGCjZVqZ91C0St5U6Bl4s9JseJ2n++8SrnaLXx1ejFJBZWGcKx12/cSE2RYGUY4HbudVNMEkyHu07alEguqg2x66BidWKWHoljZkgZN1d8TGRZaj0RoOwU2A73oTcTzUPxnt1MTXQcZk0lqqCSzXVHKkYnR5HHUY4oSw0eWYKKYPReRAVaYGBuPa3PwF79eJo2Lkn9ZuqnZQMowQx6O4BhOwYcrqMA9VKEOBCg8wSu8OcJ5cd6dj1lrzpnPHMIfOJ8/Sj6P5Q==</latexit>

+

<latexit sha1_base64="Z3gu4hHAIXQmW23Nl9cNHa1mzjc=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOyNr7i+oh69DAZBUMKuCGpOAQ96TMA8IFnC7GQ2GTIzu8zMCmHJF3jwoF7Eq5/kwb9x8jhoYkFDUdVNd1eYcKaN5307uZXVtfWN/Ka7tb2zu1fYP2joOFWE1knMY9UKsaacSVo3zHDaShTFIuS0GQ5vJ37zkSrNYvlgRgkNBO5LFjGCjZVqZ91C0St5U6Bl4s9JseJ2n++8SrnaLXx1ejFJBZWGcKx12/cSE2RYGUY4HbudVNMEkyHu07alEguqg2x66BidWKWHoljZkgZN1d8TGRZaj0RoOwU2A73oTcTzUPxnt1MTXQcZk0lqqCSzXVHKkYnR5HHUY4oSw0eWYKKYPReRAVaYGBuPa3PwF79eJo2Lkn9ZuqnZQMowQx6O4BhOwYcrqMA9VKEOBCg8wSu8OcJ5cd6dj1lrzpnPHMIfOJ8/Sj6P5Q==</latexit>

+

<latexit sha1_base64="Z3gu4hHAIXQmW23Nl9cNHa1mzjc=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOyNr7i+oh69DAZBUMKuCGpOAQ96TMA8IFnC7GQ2GTIzu8zMCmHJF3jwoF7Eq5/kwb9x8jhoYkFDUdVNd1eYcKaN5307uZXVtfWN/Ka7tb2zu1fYP2joOFWE1knMY9UKsaacSVo3zHDaShTFIuS0GQ5vJ37zkSrNYvlgRgkNBO5LFjGCjZVqZ91C0St5U6Bl4s9JseJ2n++8SrnaLXx1ejFJBZWGcKx12/cSE2RYGUY4HbudVNMEkyHu07alEguqg2x66BidWKWHoljZkgZN1d8TGRZaj0RoOwU2A73oTcTzUPxnt1MTXQcZk0lqqCSzXVHKkYnR5HHUY4oSw0eWYKKYPReRAVaYGBuPa3PwF79eJo2Lkn9ZuqnZQMowQx6O4BhOwYcrqMA9VKEOBCg8wSu8OcJ5cd6dj1lrzpnPHMIfOJ8/Sj6P5Q==</latexit>

+

<latexit sha1_base64="Z3gu4hHAIXQmW23Nl9cNHa1mzjc=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOyNr7i+oh69DAZBUMKuCGpOAQ96TMA8IFnC7GQ2GTIzu8zMCmHJF3jwoF7Eq5/kwb9x8jhoYkFDUdVNd1eYcKaN5307uZXVtfWN/Ka7tb2zu1fYP2joOFWE1knMY9UKsaacSVo3zHDaShTFIuS0GQ5vJ37zkSrNYvlgRgkNBO5LFjGCjZVqZ91C0St5U6Bl4s9JseJ2n++8SrnaLXx1ejFJBZWGcKx12/cSE2RYGUY4HbudVNMEkyHu07alEguqg2x66BidWKWHoljZkgZN1d8TGRZaj0RoOwU2A73oTcTzUPxnt1MTXQcZk0lqqCSzXVHKkYnR5HHUY4oSw0eWYKKYPReRAVaYGBuPa3PwF79eJo2Lkn9ZuqnZQMowQx6O4BhOwYcrqMA9VKEOBCg8wSu8OcJ5cd6dj1lrzpnPHMIfOJ8/Sj6P5Q==</latexit>

+

<latexit sha1_base64="Z3gu4hHAIXQmW23Nl9cNHa1mzjc=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOyNr7i+oh69DAZBUMKuCGpOAQ96TMA8IFnC7GQ2GTIzu8zMCmHJF3jwoF7Eq5/kwb9x8jhoYkFDUdVNd1eYcKaN5307uZXVtfWN/Ka7tb2zu1fYP2joOFWE1knMY9UKsaacSVo3zHDaShTFIuS0GQ5vJ37zkSrNYvlgRgkNBO5LFjGCjZVqZ91C0St5U6Bl4s9JseJ2n++8SrnaLXx1ejFJBZWGcKx12/cSE2RYGUY4HbudVNMEkyHu07alEguqg2x66BidWKWHoljZkgZN1d8TGRZaj0RoOwU2A73oTcTzUPxnt1MTXQcZk0lqqCSzXVHKkYnR5HHUY4oSw0eWYKKYPReRAVaYGBuPa3PwF79eJo2Lkn9ZuqnZQMowQx6O4BhOwYcrqMA9VKEOBCg8wSu8OcJ5cd6dj1lrzpnPHMIfOJ8/Sj6P5Q==</latexit>

+

<latexit sha1_base64="Z3gu4hHAIXQmW23Nl9cNHa1mzjc=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOyNr7i+oh69DAZBUMKuCGpOAQ96TMA8IFnC7GQ2GTIzu8zMCmHJF3jwoF7Eq5/kwb9x8jhoYkFDUdVNd1eYcKaN5307uZXVtfWN/Ka7tb2zu1fYP2joOFWE1knMY9UKsaacSVo3zHDaShTFIuS0GQ5vJ37zkSrNYvlgRgkNBO5LFjGCjZVqZ91C0St5U6Bl4s9JseJ2n++8SrnaLXx1ejFJBZWGcKx12/cSE2RYGUY4HbudVNMEkyHu07alEguqg2x66BidWKWHoljZkgZN1d8TGRZaj0RoOwU2A73oTcTzUPxnt1MTXQcZk0lqqCSzXVHKkYnR5HHUY4oSw0eWYKKYPReRAVaYGBuPa3PwF79eJo2Lkn9ZuqnZQMowQx6O4BhOwYcrqMA9VKEOBCg8wSu8OcJ5cd6dj1lrzpnPHMIfOJ8/Sj6P5Q==</latexit>

+

<latexit sha1_base64="Z3gu4hHAIXQmW23Nl9cNHa1mzjc=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOyNr7i+oh69DAZBUMKuCGpOAQ96TMA8IFnC7GQ2GTIzu8zMCmHJF3jwoF7Eq5/kwb9x8jhoYkFDUdVNd1eYcKaN5307uZXVtfWN/Ka7tb2zu1fYP2joOFWE1knMY9UKsaacSVo3zHDaShTFIuS0GQ5vJ37zkSrNYvlgRgkNBO5LFjGCjZVqZ91C0St5U6Bl4s9JseJ2n++8SrnaLXx1ejFJBZWGcKx12/cSE2RYGUY4HbudVNMEkyHu07alEguqg2x66BidWKWHoljZkgZN1d8TGRZaj0RoOwU2A73oTcTzUPxnt1MTXQcZk0lqqCSzXVHKkYnR5HHUY4oSw0eWYKKYPReRAVaYGBuPa3PwF79eJo2Lkn9ZuqnZQMowQx6O4BhOwYcrqMA9VKEOBCg8wSu8OcJ5cd6dj1lrzpnPHMIfOJ8/Sj6P5Q==</latexit>

+

<latexit sha1_base64="Z3gu4hHAIXQmW23Nl9cNHa1mzjc=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOyNr7i+oh69DAZBUMKuCGpOAQ96TMA8IFnC7GQ2GTIzu8zMCmHJF3jwoF7Eq5/kwb9x8jhoYkFDUdVNd1eYcKaN5307uZXVtfWN/Ka7tb2zu1fYP2joOFWE1knMY9UKsaacSVo3zHDaShTFIuS0GQ5vJ37zkSrNYvlgRgkNBO5LFjGCjZVqZ91C0St5U6Bl4s9JseJ2n++8SrnaLXx1ejFJBZWGcKx12/cSE2RYGUY4HbudVNMEkyHu07alEguqg2x66BidWKWHoljZkgZN1d8TGRZaj0RoOwU2A73oTcTzUPxnt1MTXQcZk0lqqCSzXVHKkYnR5HHUY4oSw0eWYKKYPReRAVaYGBuPa3PwF79eJo2Lkn9ZuqnZQMowQx6O4BhOwYcrqMA9VKEOBCg8wSu8OcJ5cd6dj1lrzpnPHMIfOJ8/Sj6P5Q==</latexit>

+

<latexit sha1_base64="Z3gu4hHAIXQmW23Nl9cNHa1mzjc=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOyNr7i+oh69DAZBUMKuCGpOAQ96TMA8IFnC7GQ2GTIzu8zMCmHJF3jwoF7Eq5/kwb9x8jhoYkFDUdVNd1eYcKaN5307uZXVtfWN/Ka7tb2zu1fYP2joOFWE1knMY9UKsaacSVo3zHDaShTFIuS0GQ5vJ37zkSrNYvlgRgkNBO5LFjGCjZVqZ91C0St5U6Bl4s9JseJ2n++8SrnaLXx1ejFJBZWGcKx12/cSE2RYGUY4HbudVNMEkyHu07alEguqg2x66BidWKWHoljZkgZN1d8TGRZaj0RoOwU2A73oTcTzUPxnt1MTXQcZk0lqqCSzXVHKkYnR5HHUY4oSw0eWYKKYPReRAVaYGBuPa3PwF79eJo2Lkn9ZuqnZQMowQx6O4BhOwYcrqMA9VKEOBCg8wSu8OcJ5cd6dj1lrzpnPHMIfOJ8/Sj6P5Q==</latexit>

+

<latexit sha1_base64="Z3gu4hHAIXQmW23Nl9cNHa1mzjc=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOyNr7i+oh69DAZBUMKuCGpOAQ96TMA8IFnC7GQ2GTIzu8zMCmHJF3jwoF7Eq5/kwb9x8jhoYkFDUdVNd1eYcKaN5307uZXVtfWN/Ka7tb2zu1fYP2joOFWE1knMY9UKsaacSVo3zHDaShTFIuS0GQ5vJ37zkSrNYvlgRgkNBO5LFjGCjZVqZ91C0St5U6Bl4s9JseJ2n++8SrnaLXx1ejFJBZWGcKx12/cSE2RYGUY4HbudVNMEkyHu07alEguqg2x66BidWKWHoljZkgZN1d8TGRZaj0RoOwU2A73oTcTzUPxnt1MTXQcZk0lqqCSzXVHKkYnR5HHUY4oSw0eWYKKYPReRAVaYGBuPa3PwF79eJo2Lkn9ZuqnZQMowQx6O4BhOwYcrqMA9VKEOBCg8wSu8OcJ5cd6dj1lrzpnPHMIfOJ8/Sj6P5Q==</latexit>

+

<latexit sha1_base64="Z3gu4hHAIXQmW23Nl9cNHa1mzjc=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOyNr7i+oh69DAZBUMKuCGpOAQ96TMA8IFnC7GQ2GTIzu8zMCmHJF3jwoF7Eq5/kwb9x8jhoYkFDUdVNd1eYcKaN5307uZXVtfWN/Ka7tb2zu1fYP2joOFWE1knMY9UKsaacSVo3zHDaShTFIuS0GQ5vJ37zkSrNYvlgRgkNBO5LFjGCjZVqZ91C0St5U6Bl4s9JseJ2n++8SrnaLXx1ejFJBZWGcKx12/cSE2RYGUY4HbudVNMEkyHu07alEguqg2x66BidWKWHoljZkgZN1d8TGRZaj0RoOwU2A73oTcTzUPxnt1MTXQcZk0lqqCSzXVHKkYnR5HHUY4oSw0eWYKKYPReRAVaYGBuPa3PwF79eJo2Lkn9ZuqnZQMowQx6O4BhOwYcrqMA9VKEOBCg8wSu8OcJ5cd6dj1lrzpnPHMIfOJ8/Sj6P5Q==</latexit>

=

<latexit sha1_base64="7X6dOmVCnj78BAgVzoo6P0G2kOo=">AAAB63icbZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9Ve3OTbAILqTMiOAFxIILXbZgL9AOJZOeaUOTzJBkhFr6BC7Vjbh169u4cOkr+ASml4W2/hD4+P9zyDkniDnTxnU/nbn5hcWl5dRKenVtfWMzs7Vd0VGiKJRpxCNVC4gGziSUDTMcarECIgIO1aB7Ncyrd6A0i+St6cXgC9KWLGSUGGuVLpqZnJt3R8Kz4E0gd/mdvf+6fs8Wm5mPRiuiiQBpKCda1z03Nn6fKMMoh0G6kWiICe2SNtQtSiJA+/3RoAO8b50WDiNlnzR45P7u6BOhdU8EtlIQ09HT2dA8DMR/cT0x4anfZzJODEg6/itMODYRHi6OW0wBNbxngVDF7LiYdogi1NjzpO0dvOmtZ6FylPeO82clN1c4R2Ol0C7aQwfIQyeogG5QEZURRYAe0BN6doTz6Lw4r+PSOWfSs4P+yHn7AW/ikXc=</latexit>

+

<latexit sha1_base64="Z3gu4hHAIXQmW23Nl9cNHa1mzjc=">AAAB63icbVDLSgNBEOyNr7i+oh69DAZBUMKuCGpOAQ96TMA8IFnC7GQ2GTIzu8zMCmHJF3jwoF7Eq5/kwb9x8jhoYkFDUdVNd1eYcKaN5307uZXVtfWN/Ka7tb2zu1fYP2joOFWE1knMY9UKsaacSVo3zHDaShTFIuS0GQ5vJ37zkSrNYvlgRgkNBO5LFjGCjZVqZ91C0St5U6Bl4s9JseJ2n++8SrnaLXx1ejFJBZWGcKx12/cSE2RYGUY4HbudVNMEkyHu07alEguqg2x66BidWKWHoljZkgZN1d8TGRZaj0RoOwU2A73oTcTzUPxnt1MTXQcZk0lqqCSzXVHKkYnR5HHUY4oSw0eWYKKYPReRAVaYGBuPa3PwF79eJo2Lkn9ZuqnZQMowQx6O4BhOwYcrqMA9VKEOBCg8wSu8OcJ5cd6dj1lrzpnPHMIfOJ8/Sj6P5Q==</latexit>

1̂

<latexit sha1_base64="lFwFGHeX84esQYReHHu4VpiyGmE=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrrerSTbAILqTMSEFdWXDjsoK9QDuUTJppY5PMkJwRytB3cGm7Ebe+jwsfwzcw03ahrT8EPv7/HHLOCWLBDbjul5NbW9/Y3MpvF3Z29/YPiodHDRMlmrI6jUSkWwExTHDF6sBBsFasGZGBYM1geJflzWemDY/UI4xi5kvSVzzklIC1Gp0BAex1iyW37M6EV8FbQOn2e5JpWusWPzu9iCaSKaCCGNP23Bj8lGjgVLBxoZMYFhM6JH3WtqiIZMZPZ9OO8Zl1ejiMtH0K8Mz93ZESacxIBrZSEhiY5SwzLwL5X9xOILz2U67iBJii87/CRGCIcLY97nHNKIiRBUI1t+NiOiCaULA3Ktg7eMtbr0LjsuxVyjcPbqlaQXPl0Qk6RefIQ1eoiu5RDdURRU/oBU3Q1NHOq/PmvM9Lc86i5xj9kfPxAz7elG4=</latexit>

0̂

<latexit sha1_base64="J0590eWs54EXEAuF/ltBL4jAt2E=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6pLN8EiuJAyIwV1ZcGNywr2Au1QMmmmjU0yQ5IRytB3cGm7Ebe+jwsfwzcw03ahrT8EPv7/HHLOCWLOtHHdLye3tr6xuZXfLuzs7u0fFA+PGjpKFKF1EvFItQKsKWeS1g0znLZiRbEIOG0Gw7ssbz5TpVkkH80opr7AfclCRrCxVqMzwAa53WLJLbszoVXwFlC6/Z5kmta6xc9OLyKJoNIQjrVue25s/BQrwwin40In0TTGZIj7tG1RYkG1n86mHaMz6/RQGCn7pEEz93dHioXWIxHYSoHNQC9nmXkRiP/idmLCaz9lMk4MlWT+V5hwZCKUbY96TFFi+MgCJorZcREZYIWJsTcq2Dt4y1uvQuOy7FXKNw9uqVqBufJwAqdwDh5cQRXuoQZ1IPAELzCBqaOcV+fNeZ+X5pxFzzH8kfPxAz1XlG0=</latexit>

e�ip1�ip2

<latexit sha1_base64="T82E8EWunxhfa247xK0z62h0VX4=">AAAB+HicbVC7TgJBFL2LL8QXammzkZhQKNklJmoliY0lJvJIYCGzwwATZmY3M7MmuOEbbC3Vxtj6Cf6DhX9ho7WzQKHgSe7NyTn3Zu4cP2RUacf5sFILi0vLK+nVzNr6xuZWdnunqoJIYlLBAQtk3UeKMCpIRVPNSD2UBHGfkZo/uEj82g2RigbiWg9D4nHUE7RLMdJGapFWfETDtpu04qidzTkFZwx7nrhTkjv//Hq7a+a/y+3se7MT4IgToTFDSjVcJ9RejKSmmJFRphkpEiI8QD3SMFQgTpQXj68e2QdG6djdQJoS2h6rvzdixJUact9McqT7atZLxEOf/2c3It099WIqwkgTgSdvdSNm68BOUrA7VBKs2dAQhCU159q4jyTC2mSVMTm4s7+eJ9ViwT0unF05uVIeJkjDHuxDHlw4gRJcQhkqgEHCPTzCk3VrPVjP1stkNGVNd3bhD6zXH0chl9g=</latexit>

e�ip1

<latexit sha1_base64="mHgGHq1HAJF0CXxEbEy9BlKGumQ=">AAAB83icbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSCk0LArgloZsLGMYB6SxDA7uZsMmZldZmaFsOQbLCzVRmz9Cf/Bwr+w0drJo9DEAxcO59zLvff4EWfauO6Hk5qbX1hcSi9nVlbX1jeym1sVHcaKQpmGPFQ1n2jgTELZMMOhFikgwudQ9XvnQ796C0qzUF6ZfgRNQTqSBYwSY6VruEkOWNTyBq1szi24I+BZ4k1I7uzz6+2ukf8utbLvjXZIYwHSUE60rntuZJoJUYZRDoNMI9YQEdojHahbKokA3UxGBw/wnlXaOAiVLWnwSP09kRChdV/4tlMQ09XT3lDc98V/dj02wUkzYTKKDUg63hXEHJsQDwPAbaaAGt63hFDF7LmYdoki1NiYMjYHb/rrWVI5LHhHhdNLN1fMozHSaAftojzy0DEqogtUQmVEkUD36BE9ObHz4Dw7L+PWlDOZ2UZ/4Lz+AA2Dlg8=</latexit>

e�2ip1

<latexit sha1_base64="euWPXuMGo+LxlL6Zb9pd87m1VzY=">AAAB9HicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubxSCk0LAbBLUyYGMZwTwwWcPs5G4yZGZ2mZkNhCXfYGOpNmLrR/gPFv6FjdZOHoUmHrhwOOde7r3HjxhV2nE+rNTC4tLySno1s7a+sbmV3d6pqjCWBCokZKGs+1gBowIqmmoG9UgC5j6Dmt+7GPm1PkhFQ3GtBxF4HHcEDSjB2kg3cJscFWnUcoetbM4pOGPY88Sdktz559fbXTP/XW5l35vtkMQchCYMK9VwnUh7CZaaEgbDTDNWEGHSwx1oGCowB+Ul44uH9oFR2nYQSlNC22P190SCuVID7ptOjnVXzXoj8dDn/9mNWAenXkJFFGsQZLIriJmtQ3uUgN2mEohmA0MwkdSca5Mulphok1PG5ODOfj1PqsWCe1w4u3JypTyaII320D7KIxedoBK6RGVUQQQJdI8e0ZPVtx6sZ+tl0pqypjO76A+s1x+BPZZL</latexit>

e�3ip1

<latexit sha1_base64="9XdXi309L7xXHXD/49EJ7MSFla8=">AAAB9HicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUubwSCk0LCrgloZsLGMYB6YrGF2cjcZMju7zMwGwpJvsLFUG7H1I/wHC//CRmsnj0ITD1w4nHMv997jRZwpbdsfVmpufmFxKb2cWVldW9/Ibm5VVBhLCmUa8lDWPKKAMwFlzTSHWiSBBB6Hqte9GPrVHkjFQnGt+xG4AWkL5jNKtJFu4DY5OGJR0xk0szm7YI+AZ4kzIbnzz6+3u0b+u9TMvjdaIY0DEJpyolTdsSPtJkRqRjkMMo1YQURol7ShbqggASg3GV08wHtGaWE/lKaExiP190RCAqX6gWc6A6I7atobivte8J9dj7V/6iZMRLEGQce7/JhjHeJhArjFJFDN+4YQKpk5F9MOkYRqk1PG5OBMfz1LKocF57hwdmXnink0RhrtoF2URw46QUV0iUqojCgS6B49oierZz1Yz9bLuDVlTWa20R9Yrz+CyZZM</latexit>

e�3ip2

<latexit sha1_base64="Fq1a88gytSS60ycQ+K/cHNJ2GpY=">AAAB9HicbVC7SgNBFJ31GeMramkzGIQUGnajoFYGbCwjmAcma5id3E2GzM4uM7OBsOQbbCzVRmz9CP/Bwr+w0drJo9DEAxcO59zLvfd4EWdK2/aHNTe/sLi0nFpJr66tb2xmtrYrKowlhTINeShrHlHAmYCyZppDLZJAAo9D1eteDP1qD6RiobjW/QjcgLQF8xkl2kg3cJscHrGoWRg0M1k7b4+AZ4kzIdnzz6+3u0buu9TMvDdaIY0DEJpyolTdsSPtJkRqRjkM0o1YQURol7ShbqggASg3GV08wPtGaWE/lKaExiP190RCAqX6gWc6A6I7atobigde8J9dj7V/6iZMRLEGQce7/JhjHeJhArjFJFDN+4YQKpk5F9MOkYRqk1Pa5OBMfz1LKoW8c5w/u7KzxRwaI4V20R7KIQedoCK6RCVURhQJdI8e0ZPVsx6sZ+tl3DpnTWZ20B9Yrz+EUZZN</latexit>

e�2ip2

<latexit sha1_base64="zoTSE9lWrgeoGlsxSo01WV6h05g=">AAAB9HicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opY2g0FIoWE3CGplwMYygnlgsobZyWwyZHZ2mZkNhCXfYGOpNmLrR/gPFv6FjdZOHoUmHrhwOOde7r3HizhT2rY/rNTC4tLySno1s7a+sbmV3d6pqjCWhFZIyENZ97CinAla0UxzWo8kxYHHac3rXYz8Wp9KxUJxrQcRdQPcEcxnBGsj3dDb5KjIolZx2Mrm7II9BponzpTkzj+/3u6a+e9yK/vebIckDqjQhGOlGo4daTfBUjPC6TDTjBWNMOnhDm0YKnBAlZuMLx6iA6O0kR9KU0Kjsfp7IsGBUoPAM50B1l01643EQy/4z27E2j91EyaiWFNBJrv8mCMdolECqM0kJZoPDMFEMnMuIl0sMdEmp4zJwZn9ep5UiwXnuHB2ZedKeZggDXuwD3lw4ARKcAllqAABAffwCE9W33qwnq2XSWvKms7swh9Yrz+CxZZM</latexit>
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Figure 14: (a)Tensor network presentation with the impurity tensors for the operator
Ô2(P, p) in eq.(61). The black (red) point represents the impurity tensor with the factor
e−ip1x (e−ip2x). (b)A coarse graining procedure for the tensor network of (a). Here n is
the number of coarse-graining steps (n = 1, 2, 3, · · · ).

Table 3: The tensor network results of the energy and the matrix elements in eq.(64)
for some states with q = +1 sector at T = 2.44, Lx = 23 − 26, χ = 80. The total
momentum of all states listed here are judged to be zero.

Lx a ω
[hotrg]
a ⟨Ω|O2(0, 0)|a⟩ ⟨Ω|O2(0, 2π/Lx)|a⟩ ⟨Ω|O2(2π/Lx, π/Lx)|a⟩

8 4 0.814585 0.37740 0.12364 < 10−15

19 2.133922 0.07730 0.04844 < 10−12

16 4 0.465348 0.31004 0.09529 < 10−15

18 1.171480 0.06904 0.05901 < 10−12

32 4 0.319553 0.21122 0.06541 < 10−14

14 0.636356 0.04705 0.06178 < 10−10

64 6 0.270836 0.12007 0.03888 < 10−14

13 0.387849 0.03007 0.05024 < 10−9
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Figure 15: The two-particle state energy as a function of Lx. Here m is the rest mass
for one-particle state, and we set the value in eq.(67).

From the two-particle state energy ω in Table 3, one can determine the relative
momentum k

ω = 2
√
m2 + k2, (66)

where m is the rest mass for one-particle state and here we set exact value for Lx = 64,

m = 0.1262302. (67)

By using the value of k, the phase shift δ(k) is determined from Lüscher’s formula [65]

e2iδ(k) = e−ikLx . (68)

See Fig. 16 for the phase shift as a function of k/m. The tensor network results in the
elastic region k/m <

√
3 are consistent with the theoretical expectation δ(k) = δIsing =

−π/2 [66].

4 Summary
In the paper, we have proposed a spectroscopy scheme by combining with the trans-
fer matrix formalism and the Lagrangian tensor network formulation. Using the new
scheme, the energy spectrum can be simply obtained from the eigenvalues of the numer-
ical transfer matrix that is formed by the coarse-grained tensors. The quantum number
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Figure 16: The phase shift as a function of k/m.

of the energy eigenstate is identified by the selection rule that requires the matrix ele-
ment of some insertion operator sandwiched by the eigenstates. We have proposed the
procedure to compute the matrix elements by using the impurity tensor network.

As a demonstration, we have studied the spectrum of (1 + 1)d Ising model whose
exact spectrum is well known. We have confirmed that the energy spectrum and the
quantum number are well reproduced up to 20 modes for Lx = 26 in disordered phase
T = 2.44 > Tc. The accuracy of the lowest gap tends to be better around Tc in contrast
to the free energy where the accuracy gets worse around the critical point. We have
observed that the accuracy of the energy gaps tends to be worse for larger system
size due to the truncation error in the coarse-graining step, and the systematic error
becomes larger for higher excited states at the fixed system size. On the other hand, for
larger bond dimension, the accuracy of the energy gap gets smoothly better. We also
have computed the one-particle state wave function for the energy eigenstates and try
to identify their momentum. To confirm the momentum identification using the wave
function, we have proposed another procedure using the selection rule together with
the proper matrix elements and then both results shown to be consistent. Relatively
higher momentum states are properly identified and the dispersion relation is clearly
observed. We also identify the two-particle states and obtain the scattering phase shift
from their energy using Lüscher’s formula. The resulting phase shift is consistent with
the theoretical expectation for Ising model.

In future, we plan to apply our new scheme to other quantum field theories.
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A Transfer matrix and initial tensor for (1 + 1)d Ising
model

Consider the Ising model on the square lattice Γ in eq.(10) with the zero external
magnetic field. The Hamiltonian of the model is given by

H[s] = −J
∑
r∈Γ

2∑
µ=1

s(r + µ̂)s(r) (69)

where the spin variables take s(r) = ±1 and the interaction energy parameter J is set
to unity in the following. The partition function for the model is given by

Z =
∑
{s}

e−βH (70)

with the inverse of temperature β = T−1. The periodic boundary condition is applied
to the system.

The partition function can be written in terms of transfer matrix

Z = Tr
[
T Lτ

]
(71)

where the transfer matrix T for the Ising model is given by

TS′S =

(
Lx−1∏
x=0

exp [βs(t+ 1, x)s(t, x)]

)

×
(

Lx−1∏
x=0

exp

[
β

2
s(t+ 1, x+ 1)s(t+ 1, x) +

β

2
s(t, x+ 1)s(t, x)

])
. (72)

The spin configurations on the Euclidean time slice at t+ 1 and t are denoted by

S ′={s(t+ 1,x)|x = 0, 1, 2, · · · , Lx − 1}, (73)
S ={s(t ,x)|x = 0, 1, 2, · · · , Lx − 1}. (74)
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To derive an initial tensor for the Ising model, first we apply the EVD to the local
Boltzmann factor,

eβs
′s =

2∑
k=1

us′kσk(u
†)ks for s′, s = ±1 (75)

with

usk =
1√
2

(
1 1
1 −1

)
, σk =

(
2 cosh β 0

0 2 sinh β

)
. (76)

By using the u and σ, we define the initial tensor A (see eq.(36) for the scalar field
case)

Aabcd =
√
σaσbσcσd

∑
s=±1

(u†)as(u
†)bsuscusd (77)

where the indices a, b, c, d take 1 or 2. For a single spin field Oq = s with q = −1, the
associated impurity tensor (see eq.(46) for the scalar field case) is given by

A′
abcd =

√
σaσbσcσd

∑
s=±1

s(u†)as(u
†)bsuscusd. (78)

B Exact spectrum of transfer matrix for (1+1)d Ising
model

As given in [64], for the inverse temperature β and the spatial lattice size Lx, the exact
eigenvalues of the transfer matrix for (1 + 1)d Ising model is given by

(2 sinh(2β))Lx/2 exp

[
1

2
(±γ0 ± γ2 ± γ4 ± · · · ± γ2Lx−2)

]
for − sector (79)

(2 sinh(2β))Lx/2 exp

[
1

2
(±γ1 ± γ3 ± γ5 ± · · · ± γ2Lx−1)

]
for + sector (80)

where the even number of + combination are only selected for each sector, thus there
are in total 2× 2Lx−1 eigenvalues. Here γn (n = 1, 2, ..., 2Lx and γ0 = γ2Lx) is obtained
by solving equation

cosh γn = cosh(2β∗) cosh(2β)− cos

(
nπ

Lx

)
sinh(2β∗) sinh(2β), (81)

where β∗ is defined from e−2β = tanh β∗.
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